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FREE GENERATION AND FREE ELECTRIC ENERGY IS JUST AS A CROWN ...
For many requests and questions from readers, I decided once again to make a more detailed and separate
description of the principle of free generation for all those who are interested in this. How can you easily and
unlimitedly generate free electricity. A brief description of the technical principle.
The whole principle is to create a so-called FREE MAGNETIC FIELD of a core made of iron or rather a
ferromagnet (transformer or electrical steel, ferrites or amorphous magnetic materials and alloys). I called this
magnetic field free because it is not connected in any way with the magnetization coils themselves. FREE
MAGNETIC FIELD is closed outside the turns of the coil and is not included in the cost of electricity to create
a magnetic field. Darma field. The theory of electrical engineering cannot at all take into account this free
magnetic energy at all when it suddenly turned out ... Professors simply shrug their shoulders in surprise. All
costs for magnetization are considered only through the fields in the coils, always and otherwise can not. And
the free magnetic field does not go into any formulas of costs and it does not affect the coils at all and the
currents in them are just by definition ...... That's how the bastion of the law of conservation of energy crashed
and collapsed ... Why the hell did we in general, one hundred years past we pay for the light and for everything
that is indirectly or directly related to electricity ..... And to where it will be farther away ..
And the experiments all my theses and the rightness clearly confirm and this is the most important thing !!! .
This is all strictly scientifically and technically justified and very well tested in a thousand experiments. The
principle of operation is simple as a broom and works very well.
1. The current is supplied and increased in the magnetization coils. One or two magnetization coils (see figure)
are located in this case and laterally on both sides for clarity. Coils magnetize the core. The magnetic field of
the iron core is almost all or most of its closed through these coils. At the same time, a larger (maybe more than
90%) part of the FREE magnetic field and the entire FREE magnetic energy of the iron core is not magnetically
connected to the coils and is produced by HONEY without any cost of electricity from the power source of the
supply coil. At the very magnetization of the current from the winding from the core is not removed and it is
simply blocked by diodes in the circuit of the winding and the load. Nothing prevents the full magnetization of
this core. Energy is removed from iron only when demagnetized on the reverse course of the conversion.
Technical term.
2. The current drops or turns off in the magnetization coils. At this time, demagnetization is taking place and the ALL
FREE MAGNETIC ENERGY and the magnetic field of the core are already transformed into EMF in the winding on it and
literally fires off their additional unaccounted electric power. AND THIS FREE MAGNETIC FIELD GENERATES AN
ADDITIONAL EMF AND WELDING CURRENT ON THE HEART. ALL the magnetic field of the core is now easily converted
into additional electricity in a removable winding located directly on this core.
This free electric power is not connected in any way with coils and cannot in any way participate in the redistribution of
power with coils. In short, this iron core provides free and absolutely free electricity to the mountain, more precisely 7090% of its magnetic energy.
3. This free magnetic energy and free electricity from the winding of the core is either immediately used in the load to
simply heat water or air, for example, as an amplifier for free additional power, or all or part of it is fed back to the
installation input and then provided that it is more than covers the loss and the load, you can not spend the current and
electricity at the input. This is a completely autonomous mode completely independent of the network. But this mode
requires stabilization of the input voltage and also a special automatic adjustment of the load current itself. It is
necessary that the input voltage does not subside or everything is not knocked out from excessive power. After all, even
a simple auto-cascade amplification of all power when fed back to the input and back gives an increase and an increase
in energy to the degree of the number of cycles. And iron, as shown by my experiments, gives a very decent power.

For example, in a coil with iron, only less than 10% of the coil field energy interacts, but the power from the
core is 10-30 times more than this part ... And in very strong magnetic fields, this effect will be more powerful.
You can make power to any power from the power equipment and up to hundreds of megawatts. Applications
here are just great prospects.
Coils can work both from network harmonics and simply from rectified sine-wave pulses of the network (at
very high powers) or from an inverter or a special high-frequency generator of a type for an induction furnace,
etc. (thyristors or transistors, etc.) or from any ready-made even pulsed welding type inverter for example.
There are a lot of variants of the devices themselves both in the topology of magnetic fields and by email.
schemes.
That's actually the whole principle of the generator and the physical principle of the whole FREE
GENERATION and it is as simple as a broom literally.
All the basic, simplest part of the invention of technology will be freely published for me by everyone later for
mass free artisan semi-industrial manufacturing of these generating installations for personal private business
purposes and for their personal use.
\\\ It is planned to develop technology and create a network of future common independent joint ventures with
profitable share participation with our partners by production workers both in the CIS and abroad in all sectors
from all gadgets and electronics to large-scale energy. Those who will be the first participants of the project will
receive all the preferences and all the much more convenient and favorable conditions for cooperation and all
our new know-how and developments and developments and full engineering and legal patent support for the
project in the future.
We invite more active people who want to do this business. Such a project and the chance itself is not often in
history. All mutual rights and mutual interests and conditions of cooperation are taken into account and
everything is clearly stipulated and written by us. Write here.

